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In the mountains above Bearstone Village, a legend has found his mate. 

His name is Zeus, and for years he brought the thunder as an elite special forces squad leader and undercover
bear shifter. Now that he's out of the service and living quietly in the woods above a remote mountain town,
he has just one mission left. Win over the heart of the curvy waitress that his bear knows is his mate. Too bad
Zeus knows more about combat than dating, and he hasn't yet managed to ask her out. 

Carly is just trying to make the best of things. Bad luck in love and in life has landed her in Bearstone
Village, stuck with debts from a former relationship and making her way as a waitress. She enjoys the rare
moments when she sees Zeus Wilson, a sexy recluse who comes down from the mountain sometimes to
drink at the bar and fix Carly with a heated gaze in his sparkling blue eyes. Even if it seems like he's never
going to make a move. 

But when a local motorcycle gang threatens Carly, Zeus is forced to intervene and take her back to his cabin
where he can keep her safe. With the beautiful mountains around them, it's not long before sparks are flying
between the bear and his sexy mate. But Zeus is afraid to tell Carly the truth about what he is, and the men
who want to take her are quickly catching up. 

But he isn't called Zeus for nothing, and if anyone threatens his mate, this big bad bear is fully capable of
striking them down.
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From reader reviews:

Rose Hilton:

This Big Bad Bear are reliable for you who want to be considered a successful person, why. The reason of
this Big Bad Bear can be one of several great books you must have is actually giving you more than just
simple reading through food but feed anyone with information that possibly will shock your earlier
knowledge. This book will be handy, you can bring it everywhere you go and whenever your conditions in e-
book and printed kinds. Beside that this Big Bad Bear giving you an enormous of experience including rich
vocabulary, giving you trial run of critical thinking that we understand it useful in your day action. So , let's
have it appreciate reading.

Tiffany Lyons:

Reading a e-book tends to be new life style on this era globalization. With looking at you can get a lot of
information that will give you benefit in your life. Using book everyone in this world can share their idea.
Books can also inspire a lot of people. Plenty of author can inspire their reader with their story as well as
their experience. Not only the storyline that share in the guides. But also they write about the data about
something that you need example of this. How to get the good score toefl, or how to teach children, there are
many kinds of book that you can get now. The authors on this planet always try to improve their expertise in
writing, they also doing some study before they write to their book. One of them is this Big Bad Bear.

Roberta Haile:

The reason why? Because this Big Bad Bear is an unordinary book that the inside of the book waiting for
you to snap the idea but latter it will surprise you with the secret this inside. Reading this book alongside it
was fantastic author who write the book in such incredible way makes the content inside easier to
understand, entertaining means but still convey the meaning completely. So , it is good for you for not
hesitating having this anymore or you going to regret it. This phenomenal book will give you a lot of
advantages than the other book possess such as help improving your expertise and your critical thinking way.
So , still want to postpone having that book? If I ended up you I will go to the reserve store hurriedly.

Thomas Morgan:

You are able to spend your free time to learn this book this guide. This Big Bad Bear is simple bringing you
can read it in the recreation area, in the beach, train as well as soon. If you did not include much space to
bring the actual printed book, you can buy the actual e-book. It is make you easier to read it. You can save
the actual book in your smart phone. Thus there are a lot of benefits that you will get when one buys this
book.
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